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Liam was so frightened that he knelt on the ground and also said in a panic, Little Youthful 

Master, I’m sorry. I will certainly follow your orders in the future. 

Samuel stood, walked to Liam, and also claimed condescendingly, “I understand that you 

have actually booked a few of your stamina for me. 

After all, in your eyes, I am simply a dock for you to relax for a while. The actual master in 

your heart is still Han Jun, right?” 

Anxiety dripped down Liam’s temple like soybeans. 

He did believe so in the past, because in Liam’s eyes, despite just how big an opportunity 

the Hannigan family had given Samuel, he would never ever be able to defeat Han Jun. 

Han Jun was preferred by Nangong Qianqiu. It was difficult for Samuel’s success to be 

similar to one sentence from Nangong Qianqiu. 

Consequently, no matter what he did, Liam would leave himself some leeway to ensure that 

he would certainly be placed in an essential placement when he went back to Han Jun in the 

future. 

Given that Zhang Linghua got in the firm, Liam had actually been waiting and also seeing. 

The reason was that he used these information to assist him improve his condition in front 

of Han Jun in the future. 

He had to allow Han Jun understand from all aspects that although he was by Samuel’s side, 

he did refrain his ideal to help him. 

Liam did not anticipate that Samuel would certainly be mindful of all these trivial things. 

What was a lot more unexpected was that such a big adjustment would occur to the 

Hannigan Family. 

” Really did not you think about the consequences prior to you took me as a fool?” Samuel 

stated. 



” Youthful Master, I’m sorry. It’s my fault. From today on, I will certainly do my finest to help 

you.” Liam all of a sudden submitted to Samuel. 

He understood plainly what would certainly happen if he was driven out from the Hannigan 

family. With Samuel’s means, there would certainly be no place for him to stay in the entire 

nation. 

And also it was hard for him to reach such an elevation, which was something that might 

not be shed forLiam. That was all he had. 

Tang Long’s face was full of misery. It really did not matter whether Samuel belonged to the 

Hannigan family members or not. Liam’s perspective toward him sufficed to let Tang Long 

recognize the void between him as well as Samuel. 

Retribution? 

” This is just a joke.” 

Thinking about the promises he made during that time, Tang Long really felt ludicrous. How 

could he have a possibility to retaliate before such a person? 

Flavor Long might not recognize why such an effective individual was prepared to be 

scolded as a good-for-nothing for 3 years. And also in the entire Cloud City, he was treated 

as a joke. How could he birth this humiliation? 

” Liam, this is your last chance. Take good advantage of it,” Samuel stated. 

Liam maintained kowtowing when he heard this. Liam will certainly remember your words 

and also seize the opportunity you provided me.” 

” This man, don’t let me see him in any firm in Cloud City.” After saying this, Samuel left the 

office. 

Liam really did not stand until the door of the workplace was shut. There was no 

requirement to state way too much concerning his disgust of Tang Long. If it weren’t for this 

idiot, just how could something happen today? 

Just now, for Liam, his life was hanging by a thread! 



” You’ve listened to Young Master’s words, have not you?” Liam stated coldly. 

Tang Long’s face was full of panic. He knelt down next to Liam and begged for mercy, “Bro 

Jude, please aid me. Aid me. If I leave Cloud City, I will certainly have absolutely nothing 

left.” 

Tang Long’s achievements were not just his very own ability, but also the calls he had 

gathered in Cloud City for many years. This was the most beneficial thing he had. 

If Cloud City did not have a business to take him, all his efforts over the years would be 

become bubbles. He would most likely to various other cities to start all over once more. 

Tang Long would certainly never have the ability to adjust to it. 

Liam looked at Flavor Long with disgust. After kicking him away, he claimed, “Do you 

believe I have the capacity to save you? 

” By the way, I want to advise you that if you attempt to disclose even a little of Youthful 

Master’s identification, your life will certainly be in risk.” 

Flavor Long couldn’t aid trembling his body. His life was in risk! 

Despair as well as remorse. 

Flavor Long kept slapping himself. If it hadn’t been for his dumb actions, exactly how could 

points have established to this extent? He even wanted to retaliate on Samuel. 

It was ludicrous. It was ridiculous to the extreme! 

When the employees saw Samuel leaving the company, they united and whispered to each 

various other. Previously, they still assumed that Samuel was boasting. 

After all, Tang Long was a person that was personally employed by Liam as well as was a 

very 

 


